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Introduction
Marketing and business leaders alike often tend to
think that loyalty — if it can be achieved at all — is
the result of specific, tactical actions, such as em-
ployee benefits and perks, ongoing customer com-
munications or occasional price breaks. But creat-
ing true loyalty is more fundamental, and far less
transactional, than those traditional marketing-
based approaches suggest.

The Loyalty Factor transcends marketing and its
silos of customer acquisition, retention and winback.
It goes far beyond the HR portfolio of hiring prac-
tices, payroll and benefits. The Loyalty Factor is a
comprehensive, integrated vision for managing your
organization for greater growth and profitability. The
Loyalty Factor is based on a deceptively simple
formula that many business leaders unfortunately
take for granted or ignore completely:

Employee loyalty drives customer loyalty
which drives brand loyalty.

With the long-term forecast of jobs outnumber-
ing employees, it’s critical for businesses that want
to survive to create and maintain a secure founda-
tion of honor, trust and respect among employees.

New York Times columnist William Safire be-
lieves companies have to make loyalty a two-way
street. In a prescient column written almost 20
years ago (long before the pension-shattering im-
plosions of Enron and WorldCom), he wrote, “Com-

panies have to recognize that employee loyalty is a
substantial asset ... a more loyal work force may
not show up in quarterly earnings, but will help
companies survive and prosper.”

Loyalty isn’t something that can be imposed.
Just like a paycheck, it has to be earned. It’s man-
agement’s job — and responsibility — to create an
atmosphere in which employee loyalty can flourish.

Why Do We Work?
Stephen Covey has written, “You can buy a per-
son’s hands but you can’t buy his heart. His heart
is where his enthusiasm, his loyalty is.”

The landmark Gallup study, The Twelve Dimen-
sions of a Great Workplace, reported that employ-
ees who thought their workplace was “great” were
also those who reported receiving recognition and
praise for their work and encouragement to devel-
op professionally, and who said they were treated
with respect. Here’s a surprise: participants in the
survey did not include financial compensation as
one of the 12 most important workplace attributes.

Gallup’s senior research director, James K.
Harter, says, “Most of us crave meaning as well as
money through work.” Harter adds that emotions
physically affect workers’ abilities. When they feel
they’re making a meaningful contribution, “atten-
tion, cognition and performance should increase.”
On the other hand, employees who feel betrayed,
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let down or underutilized can experience an actual loss
of memory function, along with a reduced ability “to
perform complex tasks.”

As Harter says, “The moral is simple. If you satisfy
their deeper wants, employees become more cognitive-
ly and emotionally engaged and will perform better.”

Employee Loyalty
Loyalty is like any other good investment. Its returns
are compounded over time. Smart leaders recognize
that satisfied, smart, motivated employees are a crucial
factor in business success.

Research shows that a more satisfied employee is
a better team player, shows up for work on time and for
more days of work and, most important, makes more
productive use of that time, earning higher perform-
ance ratings from his or her employer.

For managers inclined to dismiss loyalty as just a
“touchy-feely” piece of management advice rather than
a hard business asset, a 2002 Controller’s Report in
Business and Management Practices says “there is a
link between loyalty and corporate performance ... core
accounting measures should begin to look at employee
value, not just costs.”

When Ron Sargent became CEO at then-faltering
Staples in 2002, he was widely expected to put in
austerity measures across the board. Instead, as he
later told Business Week, “I said we’re going to
squeeze the daylights out of every imaginable cost ex-
cept two: we are not going to cut back on marketing,
and we are not going to cut back on in-store service.

In fact, we’re spending more in both of those areas.”
Staples invested in its people, providing intensive

training to its sales associates and even increasing the
number of sales reps per store. It also changed the
product mix, removing hundreds of items targeted to-
ward the casual customer, so it could better meet the
needs of small-business owners and managers with an
additional 600 items.

This investment in front-line service was counterintu-
itive from a pure cost-cutting standpoint, but it paid off,
both in attracting more customers and in producing
higher volume per customer. In the first year alone, sales
rose 8% and the stock price increased significantly.

Five Essential Steps
There are five essential steps that any company can
implement to create and foster increased loyalty
among its employees, customers and other stakehold-
ers. This unique process, developed by organizational
psychologists, veteran marketers and others, fuels mo-
mentum and trust by engaging and valuing every con-
stituency in an organization, at every level, within every
department.

The five Essential Steps are a structured approach
for developing individuals’ commitment to the compa-
ny’s mission and vision. They transcend industries,
company size and geography. They’re effective on any
scale, from developing greater loyalty between individ-
ual managers and their direct reports to implementing a
global change process within a major multinational.

Companies that implement the five Essential Steps
find that employee loyalty is greater, customer loyalty is
firmer, and brand loyalty fuels the company’s continu-
ing growth and sales. In short, these Essential Steps
lead your company directly to your destination: the
Loyalty Factor.

The Essential Steps are:
1. Assess Your Company’s Present Situation and

Target Your Stress Points. You need a frank, clear-eyed
assessment of the current environment at the company
to bring any inconsistencies in the corporate culture to
the surface. These can range from diverging opinions on
how to manage specific objectives to deep divides about
fundamental values and core business practices. Some
of the more everyday disconnects will sound familiar:

• The company that claims that it is, or wants to
become, customer-centric but doesn’t help employees
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provide the best possible service — whether through
training, process tools, management reinforcement or
rewards and recognition.

• The company that talks about its “open envi-
ronment” but keeps management isolated behind
closed doors.

• The company that says it values employees or
considers them its greatest resource but doesn’t re-
quest or encourage dialogue with the rank and file.

In most companies, these attitudes and practices
are like old habits. They’re too ingrained and too familiar
to be visible, but they’re there, like fissures beneath the
surface of the earth, ready to crack open under stress.

Targeting these stress points, or areas of disharmo-
ny, is the first step in creating positive change. It starts
with asking the right questions, engaging employees in
a dialogue and listening to the answers. Here are five
questions every company should ask its employees:

• What is your present level of pride in and com-
mitment to this organization?

• What are the top three strengths of the organi-
zation?

• What are the top three areas needing improve-
ment within the organization?

• How do you feel you can better contribute to the
overall growth, profitability and customer satisfaction
levels of the organization?

• If you could give one message to senior manage-
ment, what would it be?

2. Create Focus and Strategy through Shared Vi-
sion, Values and Positioning. After engaging everyone
in the organization in the task of shaping the company’s
vision and aligning its stated values with reality, you now
need to share those values, and vision, with the same
people who helped to shape them: your employees.

Julia Stewart was faced with that task after she
took over the fragmented and disorganized Internation-
al House of Pancakes (IHOP) in 2001. She spent much
of her first year at the company talking with, and listen-
ing to, employees and franchisees about the current
state of the business. She tasted her way through six
or seven meals a day at different franchise locations.

She commissioned customer research, which
showed, not surprisingly, that they expected friendly
service, minimal waits for a table and a satisfying,
fresh-cooked meal. More than that, they seemed to
want the comfortable feeling of a local diner, where the

staff says hello and goodbye and the waitress stops for
a little chat when she pours the coffee. Under the sys-
tem Stewart inherited, sometimes that happened and
sometimes it didn’t — and each experience would af-
fect whether the customer would walk into any IHOP
again, anywhere.

Stewart saw that she needed to create a unified
brand for a fragmented organization. She communicat-
ed her vision through a training program that focused
on the brand’s strengths and gave every employee
both an in-depth understanding of what IHOP offered
its customers and a clear view of each person’s role in
implementing her vision of a revitalized company. 

Employees learned hospitality skills, from greeting
diners at the door, to recognizing who was in a hurry, to
making small talk that was both welcome and appro-
priate. The company also established nationwide stan-
dards for cleanliness, customer service, food quality
and menu offerings, and kept a squad of “mystery din-
ers” on the road to ensure those standards were met.

3. Use Communication to Develop Credibility and
Support. No matter how clearly we believe we commu-
nicate, what matters most is whether the person at the
other end of the conversation understands what we’re
trying to say. Therefore it’s important to train employ-
ees — given the critical role they play — in the interper-
sonal skills, communication skills and even anger man-
agement and stress management skills that are such
critical assets for today’s employees. 

Here are three key strategies for helping employees
learn to communicate:

• Turn on the tape recorder. Let them hear, evaluate
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and learn from listening to themselves on tape, getting
a better understanding of how others perceive them.

• Role-play. Role-playing gives both customer-fac-
ing and back-office employees the opportunity to un-
derstand different customers and their behavior — and
how to handle them.

• Create belonging. Teams are generally more re-
silient than individuals. Give employees a chance to
bond with one another, creating specific, shared expe-
riences that break down individual, interdepartmental
or hierarchical boundaries to open communication.

Training empowers employees, helps them appre-
ciate management more, and raises customer satisfac-
tion as much as 20%.

4. Establish an Infrastructure for Success. You
need to conduct an in-depth appraisal of your compa-
ny’s crucial infrastructure or people, processes and
technology. Develop recommendations for streamlining
processes and making them support your company’s
mission more effectively, again working with employees. 

Be open to ideas. Many company leaders hear
ideas that sound far-fetched. Unfortunately, many of
those ideas get sidelined because there isn’t a process
in place to test them and evaluate the outcome. One of
those outside-the-box ideas could be an answer to
your next problem.

5. Foster Ongoing Success through Continuous
Evaluation and Feedback. This is the hardest step be-
cause it involves making a commitment to continue the
Loyalty Factor process over time. You need a plan for
consistently and regularly evaluating your company’s
people and processes — employee satisfaction and cus-
tomer satisfaction — and measuring how those factors
contribute to your productivity and profitability. And in a
competitive, changing world you need to use this infor-
mation you gather. You must always — always! — seek
out ways to improve the way your company functions.

Your customers’ answers to two simple questions
will help you identify the degree of loyalty to your busi-
ness and brand:

• Are you willing to recommend our company or
our products to someone else?

• Will you purchase from us in the future?

Conclusion
The Loyalty Factor can be developed and take hold in
companies large and small, in any industry, and at any
level of the organization, from CEOs to call-center
workers. If one ingredient is crucial to the success of
the Loyalty Factor, however, it’s leadership. Creating
the Loyalty Factor requires a leader with a strong com-
mitment to his or her company’s success and a funda-
mental belief in the energy and talents of the people
who show up for work every day. e
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